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Abstract: Aiming at the problems of high labor intensity, complex technology and low 

production capacity in liquor industry, this paper studies the brewing technology of 

Luzhou flavor liquor, puts forward the concept of intelligent brewing of Chinese liquor, 

and simulates the production process of virtual simulation workshop by using computer 

platform. It provides a basis for intelligent brewing of liquor. 
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1. Introduction 

As a traditional industry, liquor brewing has been mainly used in the traditional way of 

artificial production. However, with the rapid development of society, the production 

mode of all walks of life has ushered in the intelligent optimization and upgrading, and 

the liquor industry is also facing huge competitive pressure. The rising labor cost, the 

increasingly tense land resources, the increasingly severe energy consumption 

situation, and the stricter production environment requirements are all the 

disadvantages brought by the traditional artificial production. These problems restrict 

the development of enterprises, more importantly, they are not in line with the 

requirements of national energy conservation and emission reduction, and they are far 

from the environmental requirements of food production. For example, the fermented 

grains transported by the bucket car are directly spread on the ground for mixing, 

airing, saccharification and koji addition, which is difficult to achieve clean production, 

and the traditional liquor brewing method has been unable to meet the new production 

needs. Liquor industry is facing an urgent transformation and upgrading. Under the 

premise of keeping the traditional flavor unchanged, liquor production must develop in 
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the direction of mechanization and automation of brewing process.  

Wuliangye, Luzhou Laojiao, Maotai and other famous liquor enterprises are mostly 

brewed with grain and cereal raw materials rich in starch and sugar. Different 

enterprises have different process parameters, but the process is similar and slightly 

different. Air spreading is one of the important unit operation processes of the brewing 

process [3]. At present, the main method of spreading and airing liquor is traditional, 

so the efficiency is low and the quality is not stable. Therefore, it restricts the 

production of high-end liquor and the development of famous domestic liquor 

production enterprises. To some extent, the establishment of virtual brewing workshop 

can provide a scheme for the future development direction of liquor industry 

automation, and promote the economic benefits of liquor enterprises. 

 

2. Study on the brewing process of Luzhou flavor liquor 

2.1 Solid state fermentation of Luzhou flavor liquor 

Luzhou flavor liquor is produced by solid state fermentation. The process can be 

divided into several steps: raw material pretreatment, pit opening and distilling, 

mixture and mixing, grain steaming and liquor steaming, steaming and spreading, koji 

saccharification and pit fermentation. The specific brewing process is shown in Fig. 1. 

 

 

Fig. 1 Production process of Luzhou flavor liquor 

 

2.2 Characteristics of traditional brewing technology 

The traditional liquor making process in China is to make koji from wheat and liquor 

from koji. The unique and mysterious production process of Chinese distiller's yeast 

uses the microorganisms in the air, environment, water and raw materials to control 

the product temperature and humidity which are suitable for the propagation of 

brewing microorganisms. The distiller's yeast made from wheat contains various 
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complex brewing microorganisms. 

The main characteristics of Chinese traditional liquor technology are natural 

microorganism inoculation, solid-state saccharification fermentation and solid-state 

retort distillation. The specific characteristics are as follows. The grains and fermented 

grains are particularly sticky and cannot be squeezed. The moisture content of grains 

is particularly important for starch gelatinization, so as to affect fermentation. The 

material transportation process is long and limited. The fermentation conditions are 

single and limited, highly dependent on the pit.The solid retort barrel distillation, the 

liquor is steamed out in the retort, and the retort on the fermented grains must be 

uniform and loose. 

The disadvantages of traditional liquor brewing are also obvious. The traditional 

process requires continuous fermentation and firing for several times to produce liquor, 

which is complex in process, low in efficiency and waste in fuel. The basic process of 

traditional liquor making technology is raw material → soaking → initial steaming → 

stewing → re steaming → spreading and airing → adding koji → packing and 

cultivating bacteria → matching tank → barrel fermentation → distillation → finished 

liquor. This kind of brewing process is more complex; the traditional brewing methods 

are basically solved by manpower, and the utilization rate of equipment is very low; the 

traditional brewing process is open from ko ji making to fermentation, and it is difficult 

to control the condition of microorganisms in the fermentation process. 

To sum up, there are some problems in the traditional liquor brewing process, such as 

low production efficiency, large weather impact, limited production capacity, high 

energy consumption, poor health conditions, and unstable product quality. 

 

2.3 Characteristics of semi mechanized brewing process 

At present, the majority of domestic liquor manufacturers have adopted driving, grab 

and live retort barrels, and the labor intensity has been greatly improved. Improving 

the degree of mechanization can greatly save manpower and time, which is of great 

significance to improve efficiency and reduce production costs. It has also been proved 

that the production efficiency of mechanization and automation is significantly 

improved, and the efficiency of mechanical ventilation is dozens of times higher than 

that of artificial ventilation. In the process of spreading and airing, the use of 

mechanical equipment not only reduces the labor intensity, but also greatly saves the 

production time. 

Although in modern brewing technology, great improvements have been made in the 

use of equipment, such as changing the old wooden steamer barrel into the stainless 

steel movable steamer barrel which is now widely used; changing the cooling of the pot 

into the split type high-efficiency cooler; changing the handle cart into the travelling 
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carriage; some manufacturers have tried the method of machine loading steamer, and 

stainless steel is widely used in materials. But in the whole process of mechanization, 

there are few manufacturers, and the labor-intensive spreading and mixing materials 

are still not fully mechanized. It has not realized intelligence, automatic control 

technology has not been fully applied in liquor brewing, physical and chemical 

properties are more complex, and it has not been fully simulated. 

 

3. Design and intelligent management scheme of automatic brewing 

workshop 

The ideal mechanical automatic brewing technology is from the beginning of brewing 

raw materials to the distillation link, which is mechanized automatic control technology. 

The automatic control process includes raw material transportation, grain soaking, 

cooking, spreading and airing, material mixing, saccharification, cold distiller's grains, 

fermentation and distillation. Due to the complexity and particularity of liquor brewing 

technology, it is still a difficult problem to fully realize the mechanical automation of 

liquor brewing in a real sense. 

In recent years, with the continuous progress of China's industrial machinery 

automation, the equipment and technology level of the liquor industry is constantly 

improving. In the cellar and distiller's side, the backbone enterprises of China's famous 

and excellent liquor have basically realized mechanized automatic operation, but in the 

key links of liquor making, such as spreading, mixing, fermentation, steamer and 

distillation, the degree of mechanical automation is still at a low level [10]. With the 

application and development of analysis technology, measurement technology, 

computer intelligent technology, liquor body design and large container blending 

technology, China's liquor production has preliminary conditions for intelligent 

brewing. 

 

3.1 Layout of automatic brewing workshop 

In this paper, according to the close relationship between logistics and non logistics in 

each section of Luzhou flavor liquor brewing, it can avoid the cross of material handling 

and save the handling time and cost. 

After dividing the plant area according to the function, combined with the system 

layout design mode, the plan layout show as Fig.2 of the brewery is designed. The 

materials first enter the batching workshop, then enter the grain steaming workshop, 

then enter the brewing workshop, and then enter the filling workshop, and then enter 

the batching workshop for recycling. In the case of meeting the process flow, the 

logistics is more reasonable, and there is no excessive cross of materials. 
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Fig.2 layout of automatic brewing workshop 

As shown in Fig.3, in order to meet the transportation requirements inside and outside 

the factory, the logistics lines shall be as short, smooth and straight as possible, the 

general layout of the factory shall be suitable for the internal transportation mode of 

the factory, and the location of the transportation lines and relevant departments shall 

be reasonably determined according to the transportation equipment and technical 

requirements. 

 

Fig.3 Material transportation route of automatic brewing workshop 

Transmission line of fermentation tank,2—Distillation return tank transmission 

line,3—Conveying line of spreading and returning tank,4—Transmission line of distilling 

waste,5—Raw grain conveying line,6—Saccharification material transmission 

line,7—Mixed grain conveying line,8—Distillate line 

 

3.2 Simulation of automatic brewing process 

Taking Luzhou Laojiao as an example, the automatic production workshop under 
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construction is expected to be divided into fermented grains fermentation area, upper 

retort distilling area, recycled grains spreading area, temporary storage area of raw 

grains in the workshop, centralized grain processing area, grain saccharification area, 

grains mixing area, fermentation tank cleaning and disinfection area, low-temperature 

spreading and packing area, central control room, air conditioning unit and auxiliary 

room accessories room, as shown in Fig.4.  

 

Fig.4  Functional area layout of self brewing workshop  

The fermentation tank is arranged with reference to the fermentation cycle, which is 

divided into 8 zones, each of which is temperature controlled independently. In the 

fermentation process, the system adjusts the temperature according to the change of 

the indoor environment temperature and the temperature of the fermentation tank, 

and transmits the data to the information system. Meanwhile, the fermentation room is 

equipped with carbon dioxide concentration detection and alarm prompt. The 

fermentation tanks are stacked in three layers, with rotation area set up to ensure that 

there is no interference in taking and placing the fermentation tanks in and out of the 

warehouse. 

As shown in Fig.5, two cranes manage the outbound and inbound links respectively 

every day. The outbound and inbound conveyor lines are divided into two layers, with 

fixed inbound and outbound pick-up points set on the opposite conveyor lines outside 

each fermentation room. When leaving the warehouse, the driver takes a fermentation 

tank and puts it into the corresponding fixed position on the upper layer of the 

conveying line, and then it is transported to the upper steamer station through the 

chain conveying line. The yellow water collecting tank is set at the end of the upper 

conveying line, which can effectively ensure that the yellow water can be discharged 

automatically in the conveying process of the fermentation tank. 
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Fig.5 Simulation of production process of Lu Zhou flavor liquor 

The upper steamer robot runs under the outlet of the constant feeder, and then the 

constant feeder starts to feed. After the completion of steamer loading, the robot 

returns to the initial position, the steamer cover automatically closes and presses, and 

the distillation begins, as shown in Fig. 6. 

 

Fig. 6  Simulation of lid closing distillation at the end of robot paving 

In Fig.7, sorghum is transported into the workshop from the outside by truck, and then 

lifted to the temporary storage tank of workshop grain by bucket elevator. The amount 

of temporary irrigation is preset for one day. 

At the beginning of soaking, the soaking bucket is filled with quantitative hot water. 

Then the grain is temporarily stored in the bottom of the tank and automatically 

opened. Under the action of the bucket elevator, the raw grain is lifted to the special 

mobile transport car above the grain soaking bucket, and the grain is distributed by 

weighing. 
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Fig.7 Simulation of automatic batching & steaming equipment 

 

 

Fig.8 Simulation of low temperature automatic spreading and bending equipment 

In Fig. 8, the recycled grains and saccharified materials mixed after spreading and 

airing are put into the low-temperature spreader. Under the effect of refrigerant, the 

discharge temperature is kept at 16 ℃ ~ 18 ℃. 

 

4. Conclusion 

The brewing process of Chinese liquor is very complex. In order to realize the 

intelligent brewing process, we must rely on the brewing equipment with stable 

parameters. Only by successfully designing the process equipment required by the 

operation of each production unit, mining its design parameters and establishing the 

corresponding database, can we realize the intelligent adjustment of the process 

parameters. In order to design a brewing process equipment that can really retain the 

flavor of liquor, we must study the mechanism of each link of the process, simulate the 

real process environment, and then integrate mechanization and automation 

technology.  
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